Events This Week

Monday, December 12

Study Day

Tuesday, December 13

Study Day — final exams begin at 4:00 pm

The Citi M&A Case Competition is an annual competition organized by the Student Business Consortium (SBC) of Boston College, where participants learn about M&A transactions, financial analysis, valuation, and modeling. This is the first year the final round has been held in person.

2nd Place: Owen McCormack, John Caputo, Erik Von Hamm, Jason Choi, Flavia Souplet

3rd Place: Ajay Bhalodia, Franklin Wood, Davis Brothers, Augustus Thomas, Jeremy Dubois

CAREERS

Don't forget to also visit our linked Career Highlights page for opportunities from employers.

COVID-19, and a continuation of systemic racism. Students entering the workforce today, no matter what profession or field of study, need to be equipped with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to successfully interact with colleagues, clients, customers, and communities who are different from themselves.

LinkedIn Learning

LinkedIn Learning is a new tool to BC and has multiple options you can pursue to learn more about yourself and your career fields. Here are some options.

- Need help with networking? This would like to combine with your degree you can get some ideas out career ideas by concentration in this major, other courses you have taken at BC, career goals, etc.

- Use your winter break to advance your career and so much more. It can be a great resume builder, giving you those keywords to skills technical including software, communications, career development, leadership.

- LinkedIn Learning

Check out these many wellness resources available to you on-campus here.

Visit our Academic Advising Google Site!

Leadership

CSOM's mission, Lincoln Bailey '24, is to be included in the Wall Street Journal's "Future View" column.

"Should We Be Watching the World Cup in Qatar? Students discuss FIFA and the morally dubious countries that have been allowed to host." Read it here.

"Future View" column

CSOM student, Lincoln Badley '24, is featured in the Wall Street Journal's "Future View" column.
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